OPEN SCRIPT-- >
LAURA_ AkiÓ-> TEA_TRUCK
Hi want a cup of tea?? It´s for free!
I have now this Tea Trucke-- > Because I’m running away from the
crisis...The crisis which my county Brazil now is facing.

I’m not a refugee, even do I’m here to

---->but don’t worry
stay---I manage my way to stay---

But you know what?? Since I’m here in Europe I quickly realized that
the problems I left in my country, they in fact are quite similar 2 the
ones I´m seeing here in Europe, especially in the U.K.
Looks now is on vogue again --->POPULISM --->TOTALIARISM
--->NATIONALISM
Looks these are the benefits of a globalize world we are not only
sharing our goodies but as well

OUR CRISIS
Economic --> political --> ecological
In the end this whole crisis reflects our INTERNAL

CRISIS!

The scarcity of natural resources is nothing else than the scarcity of
our subjectivity….
That’s why this lack of air everywhere I go….
It´s because it´s lacking art! It´s lacking magic! It´s lacking mystery,
ritual, myth ... It´s lacking fantasy----->because I really
believe that the way I dress helps me exercise the other of myself…
That´s reminds me of Ziggy Stardust---- Thank you England for
being the stage of DAVID BOWIE!!! Bowie’s legacy proves us that is
possible to be –

BE –beyond ourselves!!!!!!

That’s why I say It´s lacking madness, but not this madness I see
wandering around ... It’s lacking the craziness which cures--->Not
this illness--->That doesn’t accept the other
only because this other
is different from what I assume to be me.
Now I get why nationalism is back, is an effective way to put strict
borders ---> borders between countries--->
Borders between cultures--->
borders between nationalities--->
You know what… all this borders are bothering me -stupid strict lines between me and you.
But times are changing
That’s why now in England stead of a Foodi I have a Tea Trucke
Yeah I´m changing as well…
And I’m here to propose something different-->instead of black tea
what about a

colorful tea??

I don’t have nothing against black tea, I´m just thinking that a
colorful tea could be nice as well-------------> just 2 change a little bit
Our colorful infusion…. That different than the black tea, will be an
infusion that will calm us down instead of stimulating.

A fresh cold colorful tea
2 give us a moment of pause to think what´s the fucking is going on.
That´s why I have here some Chamomile tea
So we can relax a little bit ….
Together with that I have some Mint
2 refresh our ideas!! And Green tea 2
helps us in our digestion
--->help to digest all this shit …
All this mass of mankind…all this crisis, all this strict lines
all this division translated in -

SMS--- CapitaliSM,
MonetariSM, NeoliberaliSM, CapitaliSM, PopuliSM,
TotalitarianiSM, NacionaliSM.

we are afraid

All this because
Afraid of losing things we can´t even touch

Culture--- Country--- State--> Welfare State
I know that u are afraid of losing your welfare.

And that’s the problem--> that looks now without solution.
Sorry, I´m wrong
People are already giving us solutionsOld solutions 2 vintage problems.
The most popular solutions are:

1 BUILD A WALL to protect your welfare from the insane desire of

the others

2 RUNAWAY take the closer EXIT door and runaway of any

responsibility regarding human rights with humans that aren’t from
the same nationality as you
This old solutions reminds me an old British saying from the time of
the war

Keep calm and carry on!

So let´s keep calm, carrying on, drinking our cup of colorful tea!!

